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As we tome to the last quarter of the twentieth century, it becomes ap-

parent that we'need more better ways of involving people and helping them

cope with thieir problems, Choices,and opportunities in an advanced industrial

society. The need for responsive and responsible individuals in a democracy

has repeatedly been acknoviledged. ,Yet in many cases, it is difficult to

c4inform and tb involve consumers in a bigfily advanced technological anddensgly

populat society so they (individuals) are truly effective.

-

The purpose of thlTinanual is to instruct community leaders in, planning and

'conducting a -local workshop to educate consumers in their commuhittes: The

manual is intend d as an action guide to prepare for such-a community project.

A Since'the charateristics of each project will vary dependingon the resources.

avail-able and the situations encountered, the authors have not, discussed every

contingency/of a Community Consumer'Education Workshop.

An editorial comment should be madeaboUt the use of theterm "he" through-

out the'context when referring to a person, regardless of gender. This is by

no means meant to be discriminatory. This particular style was choSen simply

to avoid cumbersome readings.

Community Consumer Education Awareness WorkshopS a e meant to help
)'

individuals in improving their quality of life. It i hoped that this publica-

tion will help volunteers in this valuable.pursuit of Community Consumer Edu-

cation Awareness Workshops:

1
. .
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- THE NEED FOR CONSUMER EDUCATION. WHAT IT?

Over theapast decade, people have become increasingly concerned over,

the rising costs of food, housing,emedical care, transportation, education,*

utilities, and other goods and services. Inflatiowand its.effeCt on

the dollar is a common topic in the news, in genera conversation, 1RdAin

governmental decjion- making. Didn't the winter of 1976 raise everyone's

consciousness-about the high cost of heating? And housing costs.seem to be

skyrocketing.
.

Likewise, cOpIcern over the rights of consumers- is ,Raking its way to.the4

front. Consider President Kennedy's "bill of consumer rights" in 1962: the.

right to be.heard, the right to safety, the rightebe informed, and the

rightto chobse.

"Remember Nider'.s Raiders clamoring to be heard? Aren't'seat belts now

installed in all `cars for the occupants' safety? Doesn't nutrition'laeling

,help inform consumers of the contents of that can on the grOcery shelf? And

/--

what about the anti-trust laws that Ore on the books?

However, along with tese consumer rights also come consumer responsi-

bilities. Garman et al tells us that the right to* be heard carries the

responsibility of saying that a certain prOduct or service is not reliable.

The right to safety means that the consumer has the respOnsibility of not

tolerating unsafe items. .The right to be informed carries the responsibility
lb

ofusin9 and evaluating the information thatis made available. And the
14

right to choose means that the consumer must take an active part in the legis-

lative process to discourage laws restricting competition and, thereby ± con-

sunitr.choice.
f

Now that we'know some of the consumer's rights and responsibilities, how

4
scan we disperse this information to the consumer to.ensure that he/she exercises

them? Enter consumer education.

I
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What Is Consumer Education?
. .

/
.

t,

In his Consumer Education ResourcF Materials Kit, Dr. 19tewart M. Lee'

shares with us several definitions of consumer education: k-

Consumer Education is the development of the individual in the skills,
4

doncepts, and understandings required for. everyday living to achieve; within,

the framework of his own values,, maximum utiliiation of and satisfaction

from hivresour . "Guidelines for Cgnsurner Education," Office of the

Superintendent of Public-Instruction, State of Illinois, 1972.
(

Consumer Education As inherently Odd to developing a personal philo-

. .

iophy, ffhding satisfaction in daily livin , and fulfilling acitizenship

role in a free enterprise system. The urposes of Consumer Education are

P, help-each student evolve his own v4lue system, develop a sound decision-.'

Anaking procedure' based upon his valraes, evaldate alternatives in the market-
.

Y

place and get the best buys for his money, understand his, rights and respon-

sibilities as a consumer inour society, and fuffill his role in directing

.
,.

a free:enterprise system. 1/Suggested Guidelines for Consumer Education:

r
lirades.K-12,1: President' Committee on'Consumer Interests,-Washingtow, D.C.,

i1970.

. Consumer Education is a continuing process of learning.,concerned with

the quality,of lie as influenced by choices in the marketplace. "Brochure:"

MiChigan Consy er Education Services Center, Eastern Michigan UniverSity,

Consumer Education is consumer,information, consumer awareness, and

appropriate decision-making for theindividual Dr. William Johnston,

New Jersey Center for Consumer Education Services, Edison, N. J.

,

.

Congume
:)

r Education is a vehicle b.which each individual can gain

understanding of changes in the economy; clarify .personal, goals, values

I

and attitudes;dentify alternatives; and'make decisions that will result-

9



in' meimuM,satisfaction,and benefits. "A Guide for Evaluating Consumer

3

.4.° Education Programs and Mated.als," American Home,EconomiCs Association, 1972.,

Consumer Education is defined as the educational and informational in-

.vestments.in 'the hudan agent's capabilities for performing those roles

associated witii di;,ecting economic activity, satisfying Publiean.111 private

. .

ants, and improvin economic performance in the marketplace. It is a

functional definition. that emphasizes investments in education directed to

the various social roles that the.student wiJi perform, includflg adult

cational roles; economic roles, political roles and others... These roles'

are interdependent... Education fOr oft -her roles can contribute to theed.-

ucatton of the consumer... ConsdMer education is both a teaching technique

and a body of subject,matter. rt can be a teaching technique when consumer

problems are used,to illustrate disciplinary concepts and principles...
416-

Conlumer education can be the primary focus of the educationalprOcess. .

A

"Journal of Home Economics," October 1971.

Conducting a community workshop is one way to help educate the'citizens

of the Commonwealth to fulfill thar rights and responsibilitieg as consumers

in the American economy.

,

WHAT ARE SOME POSSIBLE CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS?

.
What do people do with their time and money?

In a lifetime, people will spend both time and money on a wide

Variety of products and services. Most folks .must pay for and furnish

. housing, whether they rent
\_

buy. tveryone Mus.t.leat, and signifi-

cant amount of time and coney are spent, to make.this possible. Clothing:

is another necessity rn which consumers spent time and money, not to

mention v.acatLo s, automobiles, telephones, schools and laundry.

According to The Survey of air-rent Business (May 1977) here is how

/ 7
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:.the American population spent its in

)977t

Durable goods

Motor vehicles and parts
Furniture and household equipment
Other '

4

in the',first quarter of

15%

7

6

Non-durable goods '40%*

Food 20

Clothing and shoes 7

Gasoline and oil .

Fuel oil and coal' 1

Other 8

Services 45%:

Housing ,

1

15

Household operationo, 7
*

Electricity and-gas

Other M 4

Transportation
.

, 3
.

Other 19

B.,,,, What do people perceive are their problems/conderns?y
In general,.a.te poraty group steaqion such as a

C-

workshop)

does, not eiicit all of the concerns of the group's members. That

is, when the group has.a relatively Short period of duration, the

participants will usuilly not verbalize all of their problems. :There-

fore; problems that group members are willing tq discuss and those
. . ,

that are common' to the majOrity are the conCeTns,tha,t can more

'reedily'be'dealt with .in the workshop. Additional deep-seated

i,

concerns are best handled under more intense conditions (more

individualized and of longe duration),, such as counseling sessions.

A recent Louis Harris pol tells us sorry problems which people

do verbalize:

-- 77 percent worry most about high price of products.:
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- - 69 percent list the high costpf hospital and medical. care as

. their chief concern.:
,

-- 48 percent'worry mosf about the poor quality-of products.

- - 44 percent are most concerned aboUt misleading advertising.
,-

- - 38 percent worry moseabout the poor quality of service and

repairs.

C. "trises"/Major ddcisions of various stages of life.

At different stages in the life cycle,.beopte probably lace

various sorts pf crises or fnajor. decisions. For example, a child

in school must decide how much he or she wants/to study and, later,

what course of study to-choose in Order to,prepare-for,a selected

vocation Or career. A high school braduaiesdecidesyshether Or not

dontinue his education. A young adurt-may be faced.wih

.supporting him or herself, choosing to marry a c&tain person, or-

deciding to have children or not. Parents withchildren at -,home

,,

-may need to detide about giving_their chil4reran allowance,

o
whether or TIA to sa for college, hoy Muchr(if any) in-'

surance to buy, or abou renting or buyinga place,to-livr:

DurIng middle age, a person may be faced with the.. eciti nt..lbf

returnin'§ to the ranks of the employed after having d a fAmily,,
_ .

ctzz,

.4

1,

.
what to do with an elderly'parent whois.infirm, or how to plan,

.." ; 1

his' estate. An med'person,may need to decide hoc/ much of
4

a

. .

limited income to budget.for groceries,!,hew to best tope with an
--

, .
. . ____,

illness, or how to know the most reliable sourdefromwhich to

purchase a hearing aid.

, -

And these are only a small sample of the kinds of situations
'-.

`Oat people ,face every day. ,/
%

1
,

`- .Reviewing the ways in
.

which people spend.their'time-and money,'
. . ,

which problems can be comfortably handled in a grOUp situation, -.

i

- %.
. .

12
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and some major decisions or crises that-arise in a lifetime can

provide a consumer education workshop planning group with some

ideas of topics for.the.Workshop sessions.

Below is a list -6f- topics proposed for one C.C.E.A. workshop

High Cost ting (Funerals) Ar'edit Ratings and Where They
Originate

Estate Planning and Wills
At.

Shopping for Foods

Cut:tingEnergy Bills

Better Buitness Bureau

House Repairs

Food Buying Cooperatives

.Women's Rights

Buying the Right Drugs at
'the Right-Price

' PurchasAissi and Preparation

of Sediloods,

Local Consumer Protection
Boards

HoW to Evaluate Nursing Homes

Tenant-landlord Relationships,

Shopping for Credit
f

Buying a Used Car

Home Gardening

Retirement Planning .

How to Complain (includes the
role of the Virginia Office
of. Consumer Affairs)

Chooiing a Dentist

ASCERTAINING:COMMUNITCONSUAR EDUCATION TOPICS

AS we come tosthii-area of-Selecting topics, it becomes more evident that

we must think in Arms of the user and of his needs. How to establish the

.
consumer or the user needs presupposes that we do knoW our potential cam-.

munity (target market). Having established the audience or community of

potential users, we then proceed to ascertain the possible topics. This can

be done in terms of money expended, time expended, felt needs., life cycle

or some variation of these. For simplicity's sake, let us utilize felt

needs or problems- We might ascertain these by a) modified Delphi method or

utilizi;g "i tials," 2) modified brainstorming procedure, 3) surveying,

13
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Methddology,,4) consumer40anel or 5) some combinationf th.ese.' In reality,

we generally utilize parts.df,all of these.

The modified Delphi method (remember the Greek oracles) would be to

'' interview (pettonarly; by telephone, or by mail) 'those individuals you feel,

are most knoWledgeable-about this grouPfor the ,key problems that they feel'

this'group faces. First, carefully establish what you want to do and the

reasons for asking their participation.' You may care to havi,them give

-problems both a/definition and a tentative ranking of importance. With most

Delphi methods, you reoccurringly poll. the experts as more knowledge

if
generates to have then' furtfter reactions. Generally, the information

must be assembled, clirif.ed and consolidated by one analyst between
4

rounds., Generally, the requestioning of the experts becomes more pointed and

structured over time. Often this gi'oulip may include persons whd will care to

Orticipate in CCEA at a later date.

. The modified brainstorming procedure is fashioned after the piocedure

promulgated by advertising executive Alex F. Osborne .of.BBDO, and now has its

own Creative Educatio'p Institute at the. Upfversity of Buffalo (now SUNY-

Buffalo).

Brainstorming consists of allowing persons without inhibitions to look

at alder problems or topics with the hope of geherating as many ideas as

possible about.a given subject. You might be asked to think ofall possible

uses 'of1.1,liofilm, or how could we improve downtown parking: Osborn's rules

for brainStorming alpe:

1. , Criticism is ruled out. Adverse jud meht4of ideas must be withheld

until later:

1

2. FTeewheeling is welcomed. The'wilder the idea, the better. It is',-

easier.to tame down than tothink

3. Quantity of ideas are wanted. The greater the number of ideas,:the

more the likelihood of useful ideas.
r

.f
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4. Combination and improvements are sought. 'Participants should suggest.
how ideas of others can be turned into better illeas;'or how two or
more ideas can be joined in 5till,anothef idea,'

GeneraT1,X,,,a group is assembled in a relaxed enviOnment with (1) one or

more secretaries appointed,(2) the rules explained and (3) --the subject

described.. It is higfily important that the rules be followed, particularly,
.

-rule 1. You desire creativity and any criticism, implied or verbafized, is

counterproductive.. Most persons have difficulty getting away from'critical
. .

thinking at first but gradually become prolific and,at eatse wi9 the concept

.

of br instorming. Brainstorming groups can be any size btit generally it is .

considers better to have grqups from the size of 5 to 15. Time card vary but'

often it is Used from 15 to 40 minutes on the first_encounter with the topic
, ',

being changed if
7,

you wish to continue the same group. Some groups use "stop'
* ,

and gq" with three minutes of talking and then fiveNminutes of time for

"incubatiOreoi ideas." ,

. /

,,,

Generally, subsequently,Ithe group secretaries prepare a typed list
/
of all

ideas suggested before and afterward with room for additions. Then,,the chair-

man edits and classifies the-ideas within logical categories. Then, another

- session is .he4'd to furtherbrainstorm and then to select those ideas most

promising. -

Consumer Sounding Boards
4-

blie method of finding V consumeris needs and/or desires has beef to

ass e small groups of rather typical or representative consumers to find

out how they view products and services... Used both by industry and by govern-

ment, the questioning could be over a,product, a service, or a need. For

example, the maker of 176sespray might assemble a grail) of rose growers.

)Adopted from Osborn; A. F., Applied Imagination, 3rd Revised Edition (New

York: Charles Scribner and Sons), 1963, p. 156.

1,
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Utilizing.an indirect approach, they might k about the following: how

many rose plants do you have, where and when did you purchase the plants,

do you buy fertilizer and insecticides from -the same place, when do you

spray, holw,db you spray, how often,, what methods do you use to keep down

insects, what are the problems you have, what would you likein the way of
.

products not now available, etc. The,same.procedure has been used for goads

such as women's dresses, services such as collection'of garbage, police x/4

protection, etc., and.othr intangibles such as a life insdrance'policy.

NoMinally, a history is made of the product or service being used, the

purposes intended, the experiences, advantages and disadvantages, and the-

desires,for improvement. Most case studies when this has not been done

pfeviously indicate much di!iersity between prOducers and ultimate users._ 'ft,

Recently, the Na6o0a1 'Bureau of Standards) has involved consumer sounding

boards to help establish standards. Often, questicInnaires and taped recordings

*areinsed to facilitate the handling of information developed in.a group

situation. Those. individuals leading the group,often use indirect approaches

but should'have an established agenda,toaccomplish.

In ybur case, you might ask the consumer sounding boards. to (1) delineate

eight (or however many workshops you desire) major consumer problem areas and

rank. them, (2) taking them individually, what are the important, parts involved,

i.e. buying a home might include,- condominium vs. townhouses v . individual

homes, costs - initial and upkeep, taxes, heating, and others, financing alter-

natives, uses of realtors, appraisers and others, title insurance or not; in-

surance - how much andwhat kind, property taxes, effect on youi- income tax,

and other'plpses, and (3) what resources are- available in 'the community to

1
McGehan, F. P., "Utilizing Consumer In:sights"? Dimensions, National

Bureau of Stidards; Washington, D.C,, pp. 10-12.

16
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help the consumer. .Note, that (1) there should be some diversity of
.1 .Q4

answers as the panellls'notsupposed,to be homeogenous and (2) the con:

4..

sumer sounding board i§ 'to relate experiences, attitudes and values

but does not decide a final workshop. Their.(consumer sounding board) is

to supply the needed input of consumers; later you and others mutt reconcile

the need with what the workshop can provide.

Guidelines for a Series, of Questions)

To.be,used in developing group dfscussion of a consumer product brought

to a Consumer Sounding-Board by any organihzation,vr group concerned with.

the development of a voluntary consumer product Standard for performance
. ,

and/or specifications. (Begin with brief review of purposes of standards.)

1. What is the product (problem), and what is a workable definition?

2. What is your opinion as to what the prdduct or service is Meant to

dd?

3 What is your experience with its use?

4. What is yOur experience with its misuse or pOssible misuse?

5? What are the factors which affect your choiceof a brand of
product? Appearance? Comfort? Efficiency? Durability? Safe ?

etc.
4

What would you like to see as an added benefit in this product?

hat would be the "trade-off"--increased cost from improved performance,
better looks, safer use, easier use, less servicing, etc.?

8. Would you accept a higher,price to obtain these, any one or several,

added benefits? Do you beligve other consumers would? If not, why?
4

9, Are you satisfied with present labeling and/or instructions supplied

with this product?

- . .

IAdapted from Guidelines for Standards Briefing Seminars/Consumer Sounding
Boards Programs, American NAtional Standards institute, Inc., New York, p. 10.

1 g

(Note: Although this is set up for products; a very s milar system could'be

it
used for services; Particularly items 1 thru 1 )

.17
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10 yocesuggestions.for improved wording or improved position_ond
material of label? D9 you wish, as a group, to make a recommendation
onlabels as to size of type, position, and visibility to accompany
the produkafter development of the new standard? '

11. Which type of standard do you feel gives consumer
buyets-P

the most
practical help in selecting, the product best suited td their needs --
an.overall standard for the entire product or standardt used-as
measuring sticks to show the level of perfbrmance of factors making

that product, such as, in a textile, colorfastness, washability
or drycleanability, shninkage-resistance, 'stretch Tecovery,letc.?: ,

12. Invite grotipcommens, including recommendations,to the committee.
Since it is very difficult to determine from tape recordings of
meetings what recommendations have the support of the sounding board
membership, it is suggested that after discussing each consumer item
,the _leader for the meeting summarjze for the group what he or she .

feels are the agreements of the group. , `

Consumer Surveys

ne49oal of most groups is to find' out (1) what are their people's

problems, X2) what are they thinking and (3) what are they doing., One
.

attempt to discover this often used by social scientists is the survey

s. method. Surveys often may reveal both events and individuals that are

(often overlooked in-the other methods., Yet, they do have many short-

'comings andlimitations. First.and foremott, surveys are cosIiy,and

generally are liMited in scope if they are to be effective. Collecting
,

the data, tabUlatitig, and analyzing surveys is labor-intensive and costly.

A good national survey of 1600 respondents will often coSt.$75,000 or more.

A surveyor may often,spend 5 to 5 hours locating.the respondent forevery

hour spent interviewing. AnotheT problem is that many surveys are so bioad

that they may develop more questions and fewer answers than you desire,. Be

certain that you have checked secondary sources to see if the information is

not already available.
\

Despite these handieaps, consumer surveys are.quite popular as they can

give you a means of seeing the "instant picture" and of assigning priorities.

18
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.
Some groups have used surveying after a session with their Delphi group and

L , \,.., .

their consumer sounding boards. For effiCiency's sake, yob must decide how
,

yoU plan to use the material. Interviewing can help get the public thinking

and talking about your conference and your objectives. Alsp,.costs can be

diminished by use of volunteert and by other methods.
.

The.Questionnaire Itself: Decide firstof.all what infOrmation you desire. '

Construct tables or boxes where;ou accumulate the information gained

and see how the data is to be used,(i.e. if you only need to now whether some-
,

body is 65 qr over, but not whetherfthby are 73, you can diminish the,types of

questions and answers to be set forth.) Make sure you know what you want. If

location is a factor, ask for it. ,Otherwise, you may care to eliminate it.

O
.

.

,Nothinally, quAtionnaires have these characteristits:

.1) contain classifiCation data, i.e. age, location, income, sex, etc.

2) generally have a walk-in statement, that explains the purpose and
,

the.sponsorship '
(4 7

.
. .

3) opening questions are generally the simplest and must attract the

-respondent's interest . .

4) will vary depending on whether they are to be used in personal, mail

or telephone interviews ,

questions must -be answerable and logical to the respondent: Avoid

ambiguity.. Don't make the respondeniNqook bad.

6) arrange the questions so that they do not unduly infTugnce the'

following questions

7) locate questions which are difficult in the bodyor near end of the

questionnaire

?) if necessary, use se vg.al questions instead of one

fl

.1.9) belk tain to have a good closing which represents that you-appreciate

th Tes0Ondent's endeavors and reinforces th opening walk-in

statement

19
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10) questionnaires shcOd'be simple, easy to answer, easy to record the
an5wer, and'loqicall/ dtrirt

11) regerdleSs of its apparent clarity, pre-test any questionnaire
k

-

'We_are enclOSing a.questionnaire in ti-ie'appendix that we have employed as

a 'sample.

Sample or'NOt:. Stratified samples are often more re19ble than complete surveys =

of the population. Yet in this work, we hIsitate to advocate a strict sampling

procedure. Most basic sampling or marketing research books will tell you how

to design and pull a scientific survey. We hesitate to do thisas we think

this survey should beuged more as an indicator and not as a strictly scientift

statistical device,.

The housekolds interviewed should represent or indicate something. Hence,

whatever you study you should keep a` good record of who ybu sampled. Be parti-

.

culaly, cognizant of different age groups and other classifications.

Many researchers to simplify their sampling problems willNNnterview,

Ira -

withinia block/or geographic area. You may care to follow this practice.

Many larger cities will already have census block data figures which can .

aid you in regard to,numbers, family sizes a 'ages (some census data. is old

i.e. 1969, but it. does give you a starting point.)

Our suggestion is that.you decide on your manpower situation-and then

decide on your method of picking interviewees. If you have a-large group

of senior citizens and/or a business education class, you may care to'pick

a rather large sample. Also, the method used will dicate the 'numbers. For,

example, if you utilize free telephone operators, this may set a number

whereas if you mail out questionnaires, the cost of_yoiling and returning

the questionnaire may decide a number. Personal interviewing is considered 4



the most reliable but it also,has costs and time involved; Ippy.groups are

trying combinations of the three methods -telephone and mail;lWrsonal inter--

view and mail, and an individual dropping off the-questionnaire and packing

jt up. All of these methods have their,advantages and` disadvantages as dis-

cussed below. 01

..

Methods: Personal interviewing has the advantage of high acceDtance': one tan :'

. . IC
',-:e40,ily' observe intensity and quality of answers; can often hold the Interviewee's

atiention'jor a longdr period of time but, tends to be the costliest and the,
.

interviewer can more easily bias the respondent. 15

Telephone interviewing has'theachiantage of being cheaper, ab4 to reach

people easier from a distance, can keep calling back and hence less c st, and

. enables one to terminate an interview easier. 'DisadvantagelzwoUld.include

s. ; (1) interviewer can more easily bias the respondent and (2) this is costlier

than nail questionnaire. 4

Mail questionnaires are often considered the cheapest of the three method

when inerviewers are'paid, eliminate the bias. of an Interviewer, can readily

rea h both vural'ana distal t points-:ria-Can be answered at the Oonvenience of

the recipient. Conversely it has the disadvantages of often the smalle%t
4

rate of acceptance, does not allow for any reentry if the individual does not

wunderstand the queStion Or the answer and may raise questions of the group'

interviewed if the response rate is very low.,

Intervietinq: Prac ically all persons can becoMe good interviewers. Gene-
.,

rally, fhe two, hardest hurdles are (1) lack'of confidence_and (2) controlling

ini4viewers So they do not bias the results. Confidence is more a factoeOf

(1) experience and (2) belief and knowledge of the survey. Good orientation

twill aid greatly '0 gaining confidence and also, it.avoiding bias. Mast

ti
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,

interviewers on short term assignments of this nature will key or reflect
*7 %,

,

4 .

the jeader. If you indicate' of your purpose and you,441Ow-.

. .

. 0
up by reading the questidnnaires-and debriefing the interyiewers:you will

find mat interviewers will, follow direction's. Interviewing in person a_ by
e¢

-

telephone is demanding work and its arduousness should not be underestimated.

s, Knowing the questionnaire and gaining self confidence:are quite uutial4
,

r

playing and orientationplus careful,first week supefvision-will-Oelp

immeasurably.

As much as'possibte, we have trained our interviewers to be quietly aggres-
.

sive withhe imperative thatathey are the interviewer and'that we desire the
.

public's response,- not the interviewer's response. A interview is much

like a ping-pong game with'one asking the question and the other an$wering

the question,'' Be extremely honest in any communisatOn given to the inter-
,

viewee. In no case, promise anythjng that you do Wotre4pect :to produce. .,

Often, the hardest job is not to get involved in matters not-pertinent to the

t,
study. Anothe difficult job in interviewingHis'terminating the interview.

A

5

.

V , I-.
,

, ,
Why do peop like to,be interviewed despite all the Prauds aremisstatements

sometimes invdjved in pseudosurveYing? Human beings are 4isicallY social ,

.
.

i.

.

,.- animOs and it is difficult to resist communicating about ourselvdifand - -.
. ...

.

helping otheli.

One cautic- we have found better and more interviews can be" accomplished.'

when the intervieWer and the interviewee do not know, each otker.

difficult to tell your grandson that you are having money trupta'finethat

'your gall bladder has flared up!

22
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= Collection and tabulation: The method of collection and tabulation should be
4

decIded on before going Into the field. Generally, you will want to check
.

all questionnaires shortly after receipt so that any deficiencies, can be

cleared up with the interviewer: Mentioned earlier was that you should have.

*,.

decided on problems to be solved and the type of.answers (Such as Ige groups.
-

priority of workshop topics and' experience) should have been set up p'ior

to the`questionnaire so that you had the information you,desth.
A4I

Analysis an trite -Up: 'Since you already haJladecided on your target areas

and the questions to be .asked, you have your l'et./111r(tially written before

you accumulate any data. Statistical 'analysis, other than simple counts,

is limited b your available help: ' _
_ .

Most reports follow a standardized pattern of 1) brt!f summary - not over'

'one page, 2) background of problem, i.e. need for consumer education in Your

4° neighborhood,. 3) procedures followed, -IA. sampling, questionnaire used,

, collection, etc., 4) results by various areas or questions, with accompanying

answers, 5) conclusions, and6) recommendations., You might care to make
5

this available to your advisory committee. A one-page report to interviewees

might Whet their appetites. A short release.to media sources wou d be fruitfUl'

for keeping attention on your workshop.. A pre-survey release would also help

interviewees know more about the proposed survey and would increase acceptance.

Many good stud4es will show you clues and data that You may no have ,

realized existed. -Don't be afraid'o?serendipity. However, m t of the

knowledge you,will'have suspected known before but now you have further

-
. evidence.

t .4

).
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The real test of the survey is what is done with the data. Hopefully,

it tias helped pinpoint who are your target audiences, their concerns and

-their preferences' for the workshop.

THE COMMUNITY--SOME TARGET AUDIENCES AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS.

.

#. A community is "a group of people,who seem to be held together

by certain common interests, concerns,'..contactS, and feelings of

attachment to a given area. It is a combination of both social and

geographic dimensions. It may be large or small ..."1

One of the, first steps in planning'a community consumer education

workshop is-toidentify the communities(or groups with common con-

terns) that you wish to serve. For the purposes of this booklet, we Aimi!'

will focus on four target groups that hiVe special qonsumir educgtion

needs: the low income, the elderly, the black minority and the

handicapped., The Office of Consumer Aftairs'publication,'"An,Apftoach

to C6nsilmer Eduction for Adults," states some characteristics and

problems of the first three groups mentioned:

Low Inc me: Food stamps are commonly'used by the lOw income consumer

4 to purchase food. Used, or second -hon4,6 clothing is often bought at

'budget stores; where sizes may be hard to find and selection,is

limited. Often, the consumer is forced by tw.o10 to live in housing

that is crowded, dilapidated, poorly-insulated, and Jacking decent toilet

and kitchen facilities. Most of this housi g is rented rather than

owned, and some low income consumers do not ave a lease or have troublg

understanding the lease they do ve.4 Household furnishings are

'often of -poor quality, requiring freqUent replacement. Medital and

1

'Dyer, Del and Gene McMurtry, 4-H/CRD Youth in Action Improving Their

/tommunities, Extension Division, Vir inia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, Publication 486, alas burg, Virgiriia, Reprinted 1976, p. 75.

c
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dental costs are eitremely expensive relative .to thelow income

grours financial situations. 7 .,

Public transportation if ft is available, also poses problems with

its high .costs, limited space,and/o inconvenience. Credit is-

something practically unknown to this group, and employment is often

unstable.

Elderly: Inadequate nutrition,is a major.problem of the elderly.

This can be due to factors such as limited income, lick of or in-
.

ability to use transportation to the grocery, little motivation or

energy to prepare an adequate diet, and lack of resources (finan--

cial or knowledge) to prepare' special diets. Aged. persons maybe

forced not to take advantage of savings through buying in quantity

.., because of lack of storage space or a preference-to buy smaller

amounts. Maintaining housing can also be difficult. A house may.

become more.than a senior citizen cares to or is able to keep up,

and housekeepers are often unavailable or expensive. The need for

health care usually increases with,age. icare has helped to al-

leviate a large portion of thesecosts for the,elderly,4bUt they still

18

facelhe medicare applitation procedure, the possibility of health frauds,'

and/or the choice of a nursing home. fri add1ttion to th6 same trans;

portation i*oblemi as the low income, many senior citizens are faced
'

ilp with a service that is inadequate to meet their special physical needs.

Blacks: As in all popUlation groups, consumer problems will vary

.

grehtly according to age or socio-economic status; hOwever, this racial

minority does have some.problems that are different froR.the overall

national populatibn.

25
N



A large number of blac

1

4 19-

*
e;urban dwellers, They sufferikore than other

groups from to hardshTps of reloCating uporv,being forced to move.

from the ru4n-inner city areas.- Bla0s ,must often deal-witk

,

diseriiKation when searching for betterliousirig, applytOg for.
- .... .. _

credit,. and firing health ore. The problems are-ieometrically

(

increased if pov'ety isjso a factor.' And educationaopportuRities

for blacks have traditionally,been faibelaw those of other don-

sumers. (Keep in.mind that blacks,Wholit into the other categories

discussed will experience the problems particular to that group, also.)

.
.

Handicapped:
\

ProbleMs of
ft

the 0 dicapped will vary according to,the

Ay
type of disability. -HOwever,efor the purposes of this manual, ,

( *
, "handicapped" viilljoe used .to refer to Rhysidal Impairthents Lather than,

. '

problems with sigFlozpeartng, or seech), especially those that con=, ,

0 ,
i

40 l

fine the person to a wheelchair. ,,,
,

41\

16ne of the rain roblem§ encountered by the handicapped a
,

-..

.

t

/
----

.t. .

of structural berrie . For ersona with limitdd ambulatory, eans,

-......ci

,
housing mith ramps wider doorways and_toilM railings may pe hard

.,,

to find.
/
Public build ngS (Such as a grocery stare, restaurant,

courthouse, 'or school ith ramps,, ele'vators, and wide arking spaces-
.

may not exis in is community. Sothething as simple as a curb at a 411t.

%ea .2 2

crosswalk could limit a Vandicapped persoP!s mobility:.

Most-'public transportatio6 sty,ices do notAthake privisions for

wheelchairs, aTiZriding 4n a priVate car may, rec tre anottlerperson

to drive. ,

ir

Imalnywnt oppor for WO handioapppd'aro another.limited%

resource. Not only m ytherperOn encounter structural 'barriers.at

k

r.
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the place of prospectiye employment, but he may also face the problem

of being passed over in favor of a less severely handicapped job

applicantif the employer would even consider hiring a handicapped

employee.
f

Depending on the severity of his impairment, the person could

possibly haVe trouble with reaching a wall telephone to dial'it,

opening a can of food,eor buftoning a shirt.

And the medical bills, of course, may pose a finanClal burden

on the person and his family. His requirements for rehabilitative

services and/or special equipment (such as a wheelchair, walker,

prosthetic, etc.) may be add,itional expenses, depending on his

eligibility for, public assistance.

When planhinga community consumer education workshop for these

target groups, keep in mind thetele'neralities 'about each audience,

Methods of handling these problems can be ideal topics for. the workshop.

WHO ARE THE POTENTIAL SPEAKERS?

A
'Before deciding upon a speaker, consider two points--his know-

ledge of the subject and his ability to effectively communicate

this knowledge to the workshop.participants, You will probably ha e

an impressive pool of talent in your locality on which to draw.

"Businestmen, physicians, attorneys, (highY school teachers..., college .

profesiors from area institutions, bankers, local government officials,

and representatives from:State and Federal agencies wilialso

speak on topics, in their areas of expertise."1 The-Offte of '\

1Lowe,
.

Ross E. and Patricia Tresch, Consumer Education Nights,

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield,

Illinois, A.d., p. 5.
l , '..r
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the Superintendent of Public Ihstruction, State,of Illinois, gives

some ideas of possible topics and speakers-in its publication Consumer

Education Nights-:

Topics

Financing a Collegetducation

Fraudulent Practices You Should
KnowcAbout

Getting the Most From Food StaMps

How to Buy Furniture

How to Buy Appliances

How to Buy a Used Car

How to Save Money on Clothing

Steps in Personal Budgeting

Ways to Save on- Food

Ways to Save on Auto Repairs

Ways to Save on Health Dollars.

'What You thookO.KnoW About
Social Security

What You Should Know About
Life Insurance Policies

What You Should Know*About
Credit

What You Should Know About
Home Buying

What You Should Know About
Wills and Estates

Your Rights as a Tenant

Your Welfare Ri hts

28

Speakers

.Financial Aids' Officer, Area"
University

Federal Trade Commission
Representative

Public Assistance Official

Home Economics Teacher

Home EcononlihN,Teacher

Auto Mechanits Teacher

Home,Extension Advisor

Consumer Education Teacher

USDA Representative

Auto Mechanics Teacher
L

Member, Local Medical Society

Field Representative, Social

Secyrity Administration

Member, Local Associatiori,

of ..Insurance agents

.Credit Bureau Manager,

Member, Home Builders
Association

Member, Local Legal Society

Legal Aid Representative

Legal Aid Representative
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This is only a beginning list. Using your creative thinking, think

ofthe many people who can be both informative and knowledgeable. For

example, in buying a hOme, you can draw on realtors, builders; bankers,

other firiano4a1 institutions, appraisers, educators, persons who

recently bought, building inspectors and government officials. Panels

Well Managed can bring out diverse 'points of views. Remember, speakers

often bring their own audience.

HOW TO RECRUIT AND WORK WITH VOLUNTEERS

In carrying-out your Community Consumer Education Workshop, many

of your most diligent workers will'be volunteers. Therefore, it is

important for you to know some general guidelinesfor recruiting and

working with volunteers. Here are some ideas from the National

h Center for Voluntary Action, "Recruiting Volunteers", pp. 10 and 10A.

Recruiting'volunteers:.

- Community groups will be one ()flour best contacts in searching for

volunte.es. Many of these-groups will be looking for a worthwhile

project or may already have special purposes that coincide with your

project. These groups-are numerous--church groups, high school or college

clubs, fraternal organizations, men's and Women's service clubs,

retiree groups, professional organizations, etc. Andthey can 'be
e

approached in various ways. You could speak about yOur project at one

of their Meetings and indicate how volunteeri can help. You could send

a letter, outlining Your project, to each president and ask that its

contents be shared-with the whole group. You could include on announce-
,

ment of your project in the organization's'newsletter and include a

request for volunteers.

29
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---" -=... '
- Public media (newspapers, radio, TV) are another way of rereaching potential..

volunteers.' (See -the section, Publicity and Advanced Marketing for ,

$

details on Working with the media.) This methokof appealing for .4

,-. $
, . .

volunteers may be quite effective if accompanied by a story about flur

project.

1 Bulletin boardsJand posters placed in strategic areas can reach selected.

groUps. Consider churches, grocery stores, schools, libraries, banks,

barber shops, etc. You should include information about'the volunteer

opportunities, a brief description orthe project and when and how you

-can be contacted.

-4 Personal contacts, Dr word-of-Mouth advertising, can prove to be

most effective. "Whether in one-to-one conversAtion, over the tele-

phone to a friend, getting together in a social situation, iri a speech

to a. group, there is.nosUbstitute foh personal contact between

recruiters and potential volunteers:"?

Working with Volunteers:

- Upon knowing the person's qualifications, place him in a job that

makes use of hts" existing skills.° In-Qgeneral, he will be.happier
. - cY

know4g that he can handle the assigned. task, and yoU will save

time in his training and Orientation. These qualifications well

usually surface in a conversation.

- Make sure that your volunteer haS an opportunity to gain as well

as to contribute. Servi44 his "self-interests" isually maintains

motivation and results in better committee' placements. Make an effort
.

to discover any of his "hidden" interests during the conversation.

. :

"National

y,

Center for Voluntary Action, Volunteer Recrbiting:VieWs,
Techniques, anaCamments,.Wa'shington, D.C., May, 1974, p. 20.

30
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.-,Pre ride the'recrdit with training, orientation, and a "job" descrip-

tion. In these, be sure to'state exactly what the volunteer do

is and explain why the volunteer is doing a particular task.

This Way,4he can see howhis work fits into the whole, he can:be

more effective spokesman for the project, and he can know exactly

what is expected of him.

- Make sure the volunteer has one supeyvisbr to whom he can report,

turn'to if he .has'any questions or problems, and share "success .

stories' with. This is necessary fora smooth, efficient operation.'

See to it that theyolunteer 'regularly' reports back to his super -'

visor (usually his task force Eh-airman) l'Forder to appraiii-the

progress of the project and.to help.wai'd off any problems. _

Reporting can be done in writing, through personal conferences, or

in. 'group meeti;s0.

- It'is also important to keep your volunteer Informed, particularly

about the project s a whole. When kept itArmed, his work will

o

.mean more for him a d, again, he will 4De a better spokesman for

the project.

In a nytshell, treaatt your volunteer as a paid, employee. If treated

f

as one', he will be more likely to perform as one.. (He may even cal)

upon you later for a reference.)

Above all else, recogniie the efforts of your volunter: 'Since he

is receiving no money for his work, ';pay" him with a thank-you or

a figurative pat on the back (such as a personal note, a recognition

.party, a certificate; a letter to his employer, etc.)
.

Remember-without the volunteer, your accomplishments may not have

been possible!

'* 31
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STEPS T7i4ARD OR8ANWATION

A. Select a steering committee.

Systematic planning is a must if t workshopis to be suc-

cessful, and it'is the responsibility of-the steering committee

to see i.hat this planning is accomplished. The steering coal\

mittee's leadership and motivation to carry through the project

are likewise, important factors for success. Ydur first

co task as coordinator pro tern is to dTVene responsible persons

for thir-rnAlittee.

It is recommended that you select these committee Members

from within the geographical area that your project will be

serving, while also making sure that those chosen are familiar,

with community resources that can be utilized for an effective

workshop program. Committee members should also have,,efeel for

the consumer problems and concerns of'Oe local residents, part.11-

cularly of the workshop's target,audience. lou might consider
I,

such persons as human service providers, members of 1pcal consumer

groups, educators, consumer leaders,'local government'officials,

and service orgaization members, tomention a few.

Schiller states that "the appropriate size of the steering

committee depends in darton the work to be done and the me that

'can be,given by various people. The ideal group is small enough

to get the job done efficiently, but, it should have an outreach

to a large influential audience for a multiple-perspectives

discussion -of the prbblem." (p: 4) Harris et al. recommend from

,five to seven members for a Workable steering committee.

,

Those invitedto join the steering committee should be contacted

IVividually and, upon their acceptance, should be sent a lette

/
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0 informing them of the time and placeof thfrst meeting, their
, s

,

i

respopoibilities as committee members, and a proposed agenda of

t.

the first.meeting.

.

.The speCific responsibilities -6f the steering, jomm a include:

(1) determining the issue(s) and target grp p(s) to be
addressed by the project,

(2) det6rmining-the goal''and objectives of the workshop,

.11
(3) electing a coordinator from the steering committee, members,

(4)leading one of'the task forces,

(5) appoint tisk force members,

(6) reporting OeriodiCally to the coordinator,

(7) serving as liaison among coordinator, other taskforces,
and Os task force members,

(8) determining the 'exact format of the workshop, and

(9) promot)ng systematic planning of the project

B: Determine issue(s) and audience(s)

t5

4
One of the first tasks of the steering committee is,to identify

the issues of concern for the specific consumer group'with.which
T.

you wish to deal: Earlier; we discussed some problems that are

particular ,10 the low intome; elderly, handicapped, and racial

minorities. We .have also indicated, and hopefully generated, some

ideas for workshop topics. After sharing these sections with the

steering Committee members, decide on your workshop's target
,

audience(s) and choose.tbe topic(s) whiC will help these/citizens

to deal with their problems. That is; t e steering committee ust

review the consumer concerns. in its locality and tonhder those

which will aid th4 target groups in coping with their particular

problems.

. To ascertain the consumer, problems in your community,, refer Back to

33
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the guidelines onpages.6-17. H efully, you have,selTed corn -

mittee'memberswho, with he he p of these guidelines, will b'e

quite aware of the.concerns ofthe Acal target groups. Ahd;

remember, it is desirable to hear from each member of the

committee..

If you prefer to focus on target audiences other than the ones

we have discussed, make sure that you deal with their particular

consumer problems (which may be the sarior different frdm th se

efon pages 17 -20). Whichever target group(s) you choose, th

guidelines for ascer aining their consumersproblems will prove

juseas effective.

C. Determine-workshop goal and objectives

Once the steering committee has determilned the target group(s)
s.

and problem(s) that it:wishes to focus ori, the next step is to

decide on the'goal of the workshop and the objectives for Teapiing

that goal. This is an important task, since much of the planning

for and conducting of the workshop sessions will depend on the

goal and objectives'of the project. Establishing a goal and objec-

tives will also be a helpful gauge fdr later evaluation of your

efforts. Share with them your results from consumer groups.

The goal is the purpose of the workshop project- -what you

want the workshif to accomplish. 3efore discussing the goal, review

the consumer problems and needs of your target group(s).' These

will be instrumental in determining.'the goal of your workshop. You

may decide to focus on a problem,that is mor(pressing or one that

affects a4majority of your target Popula ion. Also, consider the

amount of time that will be available.sh your workshop. You want

to be sure to limit or expand your goal so hat it Can be ac-
.

3 4 f
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complished within the.time fraine you are considering.- Ard/

establish a goal that is realistic. A' reasonable goal (one that' r
can be accompli'shed in 'the al betted amount of time, can deal with.

w
. .

a.problem or meet needs, . and can benefit most of your participants) .

is,a good goal.

Objectives are the pathway of achieving your goal. A list of .

objectives will help you to stay within the limits 'of your goal

whil-ehning the workshop, as well as help you tg recruit groups'

and individuals that can identify with your specific aims, cl

McAlister. (p. 6) Your objectives, a -specific outline of how you

intend to accomplish your goal, shoUld include what is to be done,

resources for doing it, who it will help, and,the results that ante

. 4 .

desired.

D. Funding

Regardless of the magnitude of your project, some 'funds arid/or...

services will be necessary to stage the consumer education workshop.

You will need space, equipment; -d"u"plicating services, secretarial-

service, postage,.name tags, telephon aexpenses, travel.mony for

speakers, etc. Hopefully, the "community!' nature of your project

will help to defray some of the costs through donations. Here are

several examples of resources which may prove fruitful:

- Your own group's funds,,,May be available. This might be
particularly true if your project meshes with the special
interests of your organization.

C.,,Depending on your audience, you may want to consider charging
a registration fee for attendance at the workshop. Bytbe
careful not to discriminate against those who are not

financially able/to afford the fee. (One Solution to this,'

if your funds are sufficient, might be to offecscholarships,
especially if a meal is served during the workshop.)

.

- Another idea is to have two or more, community groups to co-

sponsor the workshoporTheir,combined resources may be suf-

A
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ficient to cover the cost of conducting the workshop, and
co-sponsorship is a good way for groups to giin-"comma

visibility." .
p

In-kind services are just as good as money. Try to. get space

donated from a business or use a community tuilding, Iakers who,

won't charge, and vaitous other- services from commuffity 'groups., See

if a local business or the 'local chamber of commerce.would care to

offer door prizes and refreshments.

AP
Elect someone from the steering committee to be the financial

coordinator.. This person will need to keep accurate records for

,reporting after the workshop is completed. Alsodraw up a budget ,

for approval iv the steering committee. The tasks need to be done

before any. money.ig handled..
A %

E. Determine workshop format

1. 'Date and time

.4

When selectinp the exact date and time fOr ydur workshop,

keep your,target audience in mind. Schedule i t at a ,con-.

venient time for your audience; and avo, id selecting a date, ,

. .

that conflicts with other community events., such as,ball

games, evening church services, weekend hdlidays, etc. .The

.amount of time for the workshop depends upon'the travel disc

tanceinvolved for the partidipants and, the,workshop topics.

Allow some time for the participants to get to know each

other and to talk to the speakers. And abwie all, allow,

sufficient time for planning,

1/42orkshop session topics

Your goal, objectives, and the'needs of'your target

audience are the factors on which to base the decision of the

Q4
. 'sessions to be,offered at the workshop:
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Ttil steering committee should design tentative workshop

titles that are interestindiand informative. The titles are

what prospectiv rticipants will use to gauge the rela-

tivity of th orkshops to their problems. Often, multiple

workshops Will help. These titles can also generate excite-

ment about attending.

3. Design of workshop

The workshop design will depend on the-amount of time

allotted and on the subject matter presented. The critical

element to the success of your design is allowing enough

time for the audience's involvement.. Their-involvement

increases their stake in, ownership of, and practice of

the presentations. Ways to provide an opportunity for

audience. involvement include:

small'group discusiion after the speaker's presentation;

- panel discussion, after which panelists lead small

group discussion; and

role playing by audience members, whereby skills 1
presented in the speaker's address are practiced.

(For a more detailed discussion of involvement, see'Section
,

---"/
B, Informal learning, on pages-47- 48.),

Schiller (.p. 7) shares with us an example IA-a_workable

design that depends, as suggested earlier, upOnIthe time

allotted andthe subject matter presented:
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Full day

ti

'Afternoon- Evening Evening

Keynote Speaker and,Panel with Various Perspectives 11.-

0-noon ( 4:30-6:00 7:0

Lunch .

12:00

Dinner

6:00-7:00

31

Workshop Session(s) with Resdurce People/Speakers,
1:30 *3:00 I, 7:00-9:00 - 8:00-9:00

Wrap -Up /Review /Total Group

3:30-4:00 1 9:00-9:30 .

1,

9:00=9:30

F. Organize for efficiency

Up to this point, the person or group who initiated the project ---/----

probably has-been the coordinator pro tem. It is now desirable

for the steering committee to elect a permanent coordinator and

recorder. .(The remaining steering commi)tee members will be expected

to head the task forces.) The project initiator may be electe4

coordinator, but this is up to the'steering committee.

The permanent coordinator has the responsibility of meeting

periodically with the task force leaders, either individually br

as a group. He also must maintain a'good information-flow among

the committees, be prepared to help resolve any problems that may

arise, oversee the progress of the planning and implementation

phases, and help-in the evaluation.

The rec f's responsibilities include: maintaining. ccurate

record of meet' .g proceedings, distributing the meeting

,recommendations 'to all committee members, arranging meetings and

sending reminders to all members.
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As previously mentioned, the other steering committee members

will be expected to head the-task forces. _These will probably
1

speaker task forcg
space/equipment/meals task force

publicity task force
invitation/registration task force

evaluation task-force

When members have selected a task force to lead, they May begin'

recruiting pertons interested in working on their commtitee. The

leader of each task force should select a recorder and set a meeting

time for the group. Each task force should YunCtion on its own

,schedule. However, these individUal schedules "should be in cooperation

with the entire project, since oftentimes the progress of one task

force depends upon the work accomplished by another.

,
The responsibilities of these task forces-will be discussed

throughout this text, and a checklist of duties can be found in

the appendix, for easy reference.
4

G. Approach speakers/session leiders

The task of findihg-speakers or session leaders needs to

1

tr

a.

be accomplished fairly' -early in the planning stages, since much

of the publicity depends on this. Following are some guide/ins

for completing this task.

The speaker task force, as well as all other task forces;,

should be informed of the plans to date, such as the target grOup(t),

workshop design, session topics, goal, and objectives. With these.

in mind, the entire membership should be offered a chance to express

suggestions.
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d'
When generating ideas for pgtential speaker(s), members should

consider his knowledge of'the subject as well as his ability to

communi*te this knowledge in an underst4ndable manner. Task force'

members should also be aware of the potential speaker's viewpoints

on the issues. Thethdesign of the workshopAdiscussed on-pages

30-31) may determine which speakers_tb chooee; you want to

choose 'someone wtio feels comfOrtable in a'panel,sftua,tion or someone

whg will not hamper group participation.

involve a speaker whose own goals can

/
of ;the workshop project.

In other words, try tb

achieved,'as hose
amp,

Jssueyounvitations,as soon as possible, and request a prompt

fi /'
reply.; You' may invite potential speakers by phone or in writing, - .

/NI

but be,sure that they receive the, following information in writin.---

conference location (obtained from space/equipment/Meals task force)-,'.

date, time,,and planned durationg,comference goaland 6bjecti'ves;
4 ,

type of audience expected; workshop design;,exact nature, of the
"

Ili
subject he will be covering; and the exact feer if any, you are
---

off ring. YoU-also need to ask if he willbe'dtstributing any

handouts; and, if so, who willrbe responsible for duplicatirig

7 . .

I

them - -you or he Remember to inquire about any special' eds

for his OFtentation--audio visual equipment, blackboard, etc.'

.1#

(This should be shared.with the space4equipment/mealS t is force so
l'z

that arrangeMents can be made to have special equi'pment vailable.)
f

For the pubijcity committee, you should request his vita and

s

picture; and send his name and accurate title to the invitation/

registration task force.
V:

0
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Once he has committed himself, -send a letter of confirmation,

thanking him for.his'acceptance and verifying such information as

location, date, time, and special needs.

H. Arrange location/special equipment/meals

Handlin the physicalarrangements of the workshop is the duty,

of the space/equipment/meals task force. This task force must be

,-c- awl of the plans thus far in order to find facilities to

accommodate these plans. That is, before choosing a location,

this task force must know such things as an estimate of how many

participants to expect, how many individual rooms will be necessary

Aloc conducting separate workshop sessions, and the date and time

selected lor the workshOp. Of course, this means the task force

must establish criteria for the facility: being-available on the

date and time selected, being large enough to accommodate the an-
,

ticipated audience, h4vingone room or auditorium larg ough

for total group sessions, and having enough smaller rooms for

individual workshop sessions. (It is not,advisab3e to hold these

'individual workshop sessions at the same.time in different corners

of a large room.) Also, keep in mind any special needs of the

participants. For'example; if your target group is the elderly

or handicapped, make easy access-one of your criteria (i.e., don't

decide on a lodftion only accessible by twenty steps). Once these

criteria are known,'the task force can seticibt to choose a location

for the workshop.' (Again, hOpefely, the "community" nature of the

.project will result in no charge for the facilities.) -Check

first on facilities that may be available from the sponsor. If
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this dc4s not prove fruitful, check out community buildings such

as churches, banks, schools, or community centers that would-meet the

criteria established. If still unsuccessful, the task force may

C

need to approach conference facilities', such as hotels or

motels. .Budget constraints must be uppermost in mind 0 facili-
_

ties are rented. Once the location is.chosen, be sure to share

this information with other task forces (especially the publicity

task force), and get a confirmation, of the reservation in

writing. It also might -be a good idea to'ask for a map or, at

least, directions.

'Any special equipment needs should also be handled by this

task force. One responsibility is to work with the speaker's

task force to learn of the.needs that the speakers and workshop

leaders might have. These could include audio-visual equipment,

screen, easel, blackboard, podium,-etc. TA task force should

also be fapiliar with the room set-up that the speaker or

leader desires and arrange chairs and fables to suit,his needs.

It is desirable to choose a lixation that owns this special

equipment; but if this i%not possible, try to borrow what you

heed from schools, community colleges, or other'area organiza-

tions.

If the workshop is signed to include meals, several alterna-

tives can be considered by the task force. Participants could.be

asked to bring sandwiches, boxed lunches could be ordered, or

meals could'be prepared at the facility. If you decide to have'

group meals, a separate dining area should-be available so that

table setting and clearing would not interfere with the program.
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.4 Should-the budget alloW., meals could be subsidized for particj-

pants who have limited-resources. It would be feasible to

let the participants have meals on their own, but more people are

likely to stay for the afternoon or evening session if the meal

is provided at the site. Whichever alternative you choosebe

sure to announce meal arrangements in the workshop literature so

that participants can budget their expenses in advance. Be sure

to confirm in writing any meal arrangements that are made with

the facility, and set a cut-off date for refunds to participants.

,
For an evening-only workshop, plan time for a coffee break and

group interaction.

I. Build mailing list of invitees /prepare invitations and pre-

registration materials

The invitation /registration task force is responsible for

devising a mailing list of prospective participanii7M-making

their initial plans, the steering committee may have begun a list

of individuals or groups to involve; if so, the invitee list could

be built on to this. The list should include community leaders,

orgariizations and agencies catering to your target group, volunteer

groups,_ educators, media representatives, and especially individual

members of your target group--perhaps the clientele of your

steering committee and task force members. It is the responsibi-

lity of the invitation/registration task forte to build this list

to its fullest potential, while keeping in mind the physical con-

straints of the worN Shop facilities. A good way to avoid over-

)(ading the capacity of the fatilities is to issue invitations

----..
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periodically. That is, you do not need to have a complete mailing,
*

.

list before mailing Invitations and pre-registration materials.

Future invitations can be mailedas the mailing list is expanded

and can be gauged.by the number who pre-register.

The invitations themselves should include information such as

thename and purpose of the workshop, when and where it is. scheduled,"

directions, speakers' names, topics of workshop sessions, sponsor's

name, deadline for pre-registration; any fees, and workshop agenda.

It is, very desirable to mail individual invitations and pre-
,

registration materials to those on your.list. However, if the

mailing costprohibits this, consider printing these in the local,
o

newspaper (while working - closely with the publicity ask force)'

and distributing them through other agencies. Pr, if ou know of

organizations that publish a newsletter, ask abort including an

invita9en-and pre-registration form with the next mailing. On the

invitation, you can even ask for the names AV others interested

in the topic. Depending on the number' of replies from each of N5
. .

these methods, yob 8in determine the most effective way for
hy

issuing future invitations.

Workshop day (or night) will proceed more smoothly. if pre-

registration is encouraged. The pre-registration materials should

include information abdut the participant, such as his name,

address, phone number, occupation, workshop choices, and a place

to indicate meal reservations (if a meal will be served). Include

a cut-Off date for refunds, name of the person or 'organiiation to

whom checks should be.ade payable, and a deadline for pre-

4 4
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'registration. Be sure to indicate a return address. Amytmember'

of the invitation/registration task force could agree .tó receive

these, and he should begin a registration list as soom as the

forms dstart coming in. (This registration list will be used to

check=off"participants:as, they arrive at the workshop: The. task

force will also need to make name tags from this list.)

Where meals are to be served during the workshop, be sure to

keep the space/equipment/meals task forceypdated on the number

of participants indicating they would like a meal reservation.

Fee payments that are received in the mail should be 10en to the

financial coordinator, who should send receipts to participants,

'who have paid.

If you plan to Waiver.feesqbr some participants, you may want

to include a separate form for this purpose. On this form, you

would need to obtain the rson's name, faMily size, income, and

any other information you see necessary, for deciding if the person

should be granted a fee waiver (such as age, employment statrus,

etc.). Be sure to indicate that this information wilibe

handled confidentially. These applicationsfor a fee waiver

should be returned to the invitation/registration task force.

Based on criteria that has been pre-determined by this task force,

the decision concerning the fee waiver should be reported to the-

applicant as son as pOssible.

If inviting low-income persons, you may need to consider some .

alternatives to their stamping a pre-registration mail-in form.

You could include a self-addressed, stamped envelope; however,

ik,this could prove to be costly. Forms could be collected - through

4111-
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agencies or orgintzations having the same target group. These

1 would needto be gathered periodically by a task force member.

Telephone pre-registrations could be accepted; however, a written

form is preferable. If none of these methods-seem feasible: you

may decide not to have preiregistration if it will interfere Vhit

the response frtom your target group. Just keep in mind that pre-

.

registration doeS make for a smoother registration time at the workshop,

and it dog allOW a chance to consider requests for.fee waivers.

When timing the distribution of invitations and pre-registration

materials, be sure to realistit amount of time for output

and feedback. 'Serld these materials with enouigh lead time for the

publicity to have ban initiated, the information to reach the

invitees, the invitees to make arrangements to attend, any fee

waivers to be considered, the pre-registration materials to be

returned, and for additional invitations to be issued if the response

is loW.- As you can see, the, timing of this task' force will

, a

depend largely on the size of the workshop, with smaller-capacity
%woo.

workshop projects requiring less lead time than larger ones.

PUBLICITY AND ADVANCED MARKETING

A. Use of thefts,. 7

The, success of this workshop will matly deptd on its ability

cdevelop a positive public awareness of'its work. Publicity algid

advance marketing is the mechanism through which most of the com-,

munity.is.acquainted with the workshop's purpoks.

Alheme can be quite useful in stimulating the interest of your

targetiAroups (low income, elderly, and.rae41 mihbrities). But for
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the theme to be effective, it d the program must be based on the .

needs of your target audience(s) in'terms that they can perceive.

The theme of this workshop should reflect those problems Which your

target groups are firlding most difficult to cope,with.

While today's family is troubled, it is also strong and resilient.

For most families, uncertainty and concern for the future haven't,

caused just a,"live only for today" attitude. Instead, it has created

a desire to learn how too cope with'today and prepare for tomorrow.

Your workshop will be addressing these objectives. Therefore, it is

these objectives that an effective**theme can be based on. The

theme or themes should be in terms that the audience perceives.5-

11. Hitchhiking, with established groups/programs

In developing an effectiie pu ic relations strategy:the publicity'

task force shobld'make use of certain available'resources. In Any

community, you will usually f'nd an attitude of willingness to help

volubteer organizatiOns. The 1 cal media (radio, and print)

wt11,usually be willing to offer'constructive advice on the type of

publicity you need; An interested corporation executive might be able

to render the services of his company's public relations department.

ertiling agencies 'might voluntarily assume publicity programs

r local non-profit organizations. A local college might provide

able assistance. Local organizations (Jaycees, Lions Club, Toast!.

masters, etc.) can be useful in promoting your workshops. Finally,

children are Often eager to help paint posters or distribute flyers.

Don't hesitate to enlist cosponsors of the program. This may

include diverse groups such as. Chamber Of CoMmerce, Extension Home-
4.
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makers, Luncheon Clubs, Bankers, Garden Clubs, AARP, Distributive

Education Clubs (DECA), communitycoll4ges, NAACP, Homeowners.Clubs,

Retired Army Officers (RA0),Future Homemakers, religious groups,

Retired Teachers Associations, 4-H Clubs, union organizations'', retail

merchants associations, builders associations, county medical

organizations, credit unions and others. A -group that is pid to do

mother job can become a volunteer for your group such as a realtor
I%

V

0

. ,

or a housing (HUO,,official. You may have just the'program for a ,..,.

non- profit debt counselor, a minister who counsels prospective
, , \

newlyweds, or a financial institution official with prospectiv'e bor-

rowers.

C. How to get and utilize radio time

Radio has adjusted to the age of T.V. It permeates eV6ry segment

of society and offers varied publicity opportunities: Radio is

ffequently underrAte,because itlacks the prestige'of T.V., yet'it is

a medium that reachs vast and varied audiences at small Costs. In

the hands of creative promoters, radio can.achieve incredible results.

Y
.

Since radio stations select their diences, your publicity

-Th comMitteecan use them effectively in-reaching target groups. Since

-
your target group is the family unit, your committee might chose the

station with the broadest appeal. While the top 40's type of station

has traditionally been one that only caters to teenagers, you

might find a surprisingly large number'of young families (whom

you'are very, concerned with) listening to these stations. Don't

Just go on traditional assumptions as to what families listen to;

you need to employ your own intuition of how your:community uses

the broadcast, medium.

4,
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Nothing is as importantas the rapport you can establjA.with

the personnel who run your community's stations. Commentators"

disc jockeys, and entertainers often take on public service causes

and generate considerable Enthusiasm for local projects. Persuade
.

the most popular ones to "adopt" your cause. They will alSotlook

out for your interest; for example, seeing that you get your proper

share of public service announcement'time. .And, don't forget to

provide all local radio stations with every release that goes to

newspapers andr.V.

D How to utilize print media/newspaper, plant papers; school papers
4

"The print media can prpvide limitlessOopportunities'for coverage,

if skillfully cultivated. It is safe to'say that.newspapers are, the

kmost important vehicle for continuing exposure available to non-

profit-voluntary organizaticins."1

Newspaper editors will generally be receptive to your plea for

help. But you must cultivate their cooperation through personal

contact. Rmember that even though your PR ,goals are typical of all

cPR goals,. you have a distinct advantage jn that you, as a voluntary

%,
organization, have the right to ask for free space, editorial

or other'special considerations. A good volunteer PR vdirector can

win an edit as an-invaluable ally. .2
In your r ationshi0 with the local press, your voluntary

organization s other strong points in its favor. Since all news-

papers arein eed of good human interest stories, newspaper editors

1Natjonal Center for Voluntary ActionTelling Your StorkIdeas
(--

Local Publicity,:page 3.

'
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'will usually be more than coopckative in publicizind-*your activities.

-43

\'

Your volunteer program is especially suited to the newsman's plight

in that it is one of the richest sdiTies of inforMation codcerning

the community's "good news", (t e kinds of activities 't at show people

helping people).

Also note that plant or com y paper: can rood wayifor

reaching hundreds or thousands of people in your community With

messages tailored to their interests'. Schgol.newspapers will also

give good coverage to volunteer programs. Advertising can be a

source of publicity for you. Sometimes departme4 stores, banks,

and other businesses and organizations will be, 'favor of/ gearing

their ads to your volunteer theme.
't

Remember that good photos can be very uieful in telling your story

and getting more people interested in'it. Either recruit a volunteer

photographer or elicit the help of a naispaper''s photographer.
,

. '.,

E- How to utilize T.V.
, ,.

, .1.

Television reacheslcpeo for the fongest periods of time i

,
-;"'

every level of society than any other *ilium Although, it does offer

an enormous potential,) it is extrOMel*.dif,fkU`It,-to"develop. creative -

.:.,'

programming ideas to'tap that potential.,"1.-,!
.

. r. .

6". ..
The preceding information on how tad* With per editors

and reporters. applies equally as well to the tel- ision!s,personerel.

A local station's news director and reporter5,,,§hould beon your r

.

media distribtuion list for'all releases. TI y.r 11 often encourage
;1

,

you to come to them for pre -taped news segments.
-"-c4/

i

1
Ibid.,.p.'8.

so
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Since competition for public service time is usually overwhelming,

yo6 sho d mike personal contact with the T.V.'s staff members who

decide on public service scheduling. This will help to assure your

organization its share of LIZ. time.

"As a guide to those seeking progrkming time on locaL.stations,

a T.V. executive offers'dese straightforward tips: 1) approach

-the right person in the station (normally the, station manager or

program director), 2) have a definite plan to discuss, 3) have
an

..4dea with wide audience appeal, 4) make sure your program ideas are

within the station's techlital capabilities; 5) don't forget to say

thanks."1

If you are not successful with the commercial stations, don't

°. forget to approach the public broadcasting stations. Also, if thth'e
7/. --

is an operating cable television in your community, it can offermide/

opportunities for publicity.

VD.

'Note that editors on print media and program directors on electronic

media are often "gatekeepers;" ask their advise and deed it.

STEPS TOWARD IMPLEMENTATION

A. Confirm Speakers

About a, week before the workshop, the speaker task force should

\/r

' end a letter confirming the arrangements to each of the speakers

and leaders. This letter should include confirmation of the date,

,place, time, fees, responsibilities, and any other arrangements

previously agreed upon. IS any of the speaker's or leader's hand-

A...41'

Ibid.
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outs are to be prepared by the task force, these must be

0,
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completed. The task force should also double check information

-.about the speaker /lender that will be used in hi troduction,

and these facts .should be'glven to the person doi the intro-

duction. .

B. Prepare '";registration and handout materials

By now (about.one week before the workshop), most all of the pre-

registration forms should be in, So you shoiald have a good idea of

who and how many to expect. The incitation /registration task force

should, now organize for efficient registration at the workshop. A
/A-7-

list of participants should be prepared in alphabetical order for

quick location when the participants check in during registration.

The task >ce should pre re a detailed agenda for participants.

Name tags for each partici t,should also be ready for distribution

when they check :in.' If the participants are divided into smaller

groups, these group assignments can be noted in the corner of the

name'tag (i.e., I and II or A.and B). Any ac ets of information

(such as agendas, meal tickets, evaluation forms, etc.) should also

be organized for easy distribution at the registration yable.

Blank name tags should be.availae for participants Who havernot

pre-registered (walk-ins), And a sheet of paper should be there for
t ,

t

walk-ins to.. sign their-names, addresses; phones, etc.

If you hive not arranged for pre-registration, it will be

'necessary to organize even more for the istration period. For

example,'you.will have to have additional people to work at the

registration desk, and*you will need to make a registration form

5.7a sheet for names, addresseS, etc:) for each perscin to.complete
t
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upon his arrival. Name tags should also be used, but each participant

can prepare his own. Be,sure to have plenty Of pens and markers

`handy.

D: 'Make copfirMations'of location/special equipment/meals

.
The space /e4uipment /meals task force should also be making con-

' firmationS about this game time. The building, times of use, opening

and clean-up arrangements, and equipment use should be double.

checked. If meals are tolle Prepared at the facility or sent in,

the invitation/registration iask,force should be able to tell this

,

task force how many meals are - reserved. You probably should slightly

increase thA number of meal reservations in order to accomodate

walk-ins; however, some of those Who pre-rIgistered will not show up

due to emergencies or la411ninute change of plans. Just remember that

any additional meals must be paid for (Depedding on the facility,

more lead time for'conirming the number of meals to be prepared may

be required., Be sure'you know this policy and comply with it.)

:71E: Prepare factlfties

SeVeral hours before the workshop ins scheduled to begin, final

preparations must be made.

The registration desk should be in-a- conspicuous location near the

entrance. 'Where the participants are not familiar with the facilities,

signs should be posted, indicating directions, to the meeting rooms. Give

.a friendly and participative,Ifeception to your invitees, as initial

.

impressions arellong lasting. If chairs and tables are Movable,. the,

1
.

. session rooms Should bearrarted as the leader.,,or speaker requested

Microphone, podium, audio - visual equipment, screen, etc. should be set

! ...,

.. , ,

up as neces ary. Check to see that all the equi0m6t wirkt: If.

/

4

/ , .
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e break is included in the agenda, these arrangements should

be ready to go(coffee, cups, sugar, cream, spoons, napkins) All
4 .

47

the project's workers should have. on name_ tags. flake sure, that

workers have been designated to greet speakers andkleaders. And keep

in mind that, even with all the planning and organization before

the workshop, it is imperative to remain flexible; should last4inute

changes be necessary.

Nowsit-back and relax for a while. You've done all that you

can so far. Your weeks of hard worka-re about to paNilpff

ti

THE CONFERENCE ITSELF

A. Tiping and implementation still crucial .

After you-have:hadyOur short breather, it's ti ff to go again.

1inCe your speakers and leaders should-be araving a few minutes

early, make sure that someone is there ,to meet them and to'show.them

where they will be pea king.

You should have. already checked on coffee, seating arranget9ts,

0e0"--/
special equipment, re istratiOn table, etc. to be, sure that these

matters are satisfactory.

Now, ..he thing to remember is to start on time! If you are

. .

behind in" this area, everythifig llowing will be thrown off schedule.

Pleaserimemb r that Ali of your participants, speakers, leaders, and, ,

workers haVe managed to arrange their schedules around this workshop;

so 'least you can do is to be punctual. In other word, keep

to your ag da. .. -- -
0

B. Informal 1 rn ng . .
'4 .....

The success of your workshop's topic presentations will be

.1
.

.

.
partially determined by your ability_Ig provide an atmosphere con-

1
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ducive to informal learning. Participants have to have the op-

portunity toshare their identities, concerns, and ideas in order

to feel some-involvement in the workshop's process.,

There are certain things you ican do to make sure informal learning

happens in:your workshop. You might start off the meeting with an

icebreaking technique. Have every&le introduce themselves and have

them tell a few things about. themselves they wouldn't normally tell.k
IF It might also be helpful to divide the workshop into small groups

of two or three people.- The.discUssion within these groups would be

recorded and then these smallir groups should meet with two other

'imal-1-groups to form mddium groups. The discussion in the medium .

grOu5s should be recorded and then these medium groups should report

to the whole group what information they found. In the beginning, it

might be helpful to guarantee anonymity in order to assure,free parti-
.

4cipation by all. If this process is Lne correctly, everyone will

have an investment in the workshop. It is also helpful to allow the

*
whole group to have a question andanswer period to.make sure all

information is understood and is available,..to everyone.

Just about anything, you can do to make people comfortable and
Jr

relaxed will contribute to the informal learning

Making Murphy's Law work for you

Remember the earlier warning to remain flexible? his warning

was issued because of Muf-phy's Law., A Portion of this "law" states

(6:

P

.
thai if anything can possibly go wrong, it will. So the answer to any

prospective probleml.is to have alternative plans.

Say; for-dxample, that one_of the session eaders gets sick on

the day of the workshop and can't attend. You could recruit a stand-by
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leader if one were kre-arranged. Or, you could combine groups of

participants, depending on how your sessions are to be run.

The-main idea here is to make the workshop so informal that any

problems'or errors encountered do not jeopardize the whole project.

D. Publicity at the conference

If the publicity task force has maintained and encouraged good

A

relations with the press, it is possible that some media repreSentatives

maybe interested enough to attend the workshop for publicity purposes.

This is good., The more publicity the project has, the more people

will be conscious of the issue of consumer education.,

But would you feel comfortable fith the press running aroundr
. .

Would you feel free enough to have a ra o broadcast during the

workshop? Would you be bothered by newspaper'people stopping things

to take pictures? Relax. When the "unreached" public receives this

4 .

information, perhaps they wiTtrealize -that they can have the knowledge

necessary to deal with their consumer-related-problems. And this

increased awareness is one of the major reasons for conducting this

consumer education project. Therefore, channel this publicity to

work for you by assisting the media representatives who are present.

Have a member of the publiCly task' force tO5acc.cimpany the prelbs, and to

answer questions. .`

Welcome and encourage all the good-publicity.that the project can 'get.

The unannounced guests

As mentioned previously, you can expect walk-ins.(those who have-

not pre-registered). Some of these walk-ins could be leaders in the

community,
1

such as a local government official, an organization'
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president, etc.. How are these people handled--are they given a

special introduction, are they overlooked, or whail''

50

You must be careful not to inhibit the participants-in the work-

shop,,so it may be unwise,to make a big deal about these "special"

'unannounced guests. However, you do want to promote grdup tnter-
i

action and, thereby, the introduction of your participants. Like- A
wise, the face-to-face meeting of. your community leaders and their

constituents may provide an opportunity for them to exchange points

of view.

Therefore,. it may be desirable to treat all participants equally,

and let theM discover for themselves the introductions) any

special affiliations. You.may, however, want to make sure that the

press knows of any community leaders in attendance. You might also

want to extend a personal welcome to these folks, answer any questions

they may have, and offer them any particular literature that may be

helpful in their decision-making, community projects,-etc. But

while doing these things, make a conscious effort not to make other

participants feel unimportant. ,

F. Getting feedback during the workshop

Getting feedback fromiparticipants is the responsibility of

the evaluation task force. This task. force should preipare an

evalUation ,form prf4 to the worki'hop, and it should be

tributed when the participants register. Evaluation, 4owever,

may be accomplished through techniques in addition to'a written

form. See the Evaluation Section, beginning on page 52, for' specifics.)

5;
A
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-While evaluation after a worksho, is a common Oacticp, what

many people forget is that evaluation can and shouldialso be

carried on during a workshop. While it will be too 4te to change .

major plans, many smal adjustments can be made along the way to

correct problems that appear during the program.

51

. Everyone involved in the workshop should play a part in the
. . .

. ; .

evaluation. Feedback is needed from the'speakers and participants4.

Their comments can help 'improve on future, conferences and make your

experiences genuine learning ones. It might be useful to reconvene

into the total group and Make reports'of each smaller groups' evalua-

tioN. Yod also might have observers to see to it that all the goals

are met.

-

The major queStions to be asked evaluations involve whether the

'workshop met its goals 'and, thereby, addressed the concerns pf tbe

participants. Inthe process of ,determining answers to these basic

questions; evaluations:can also prpvide useful information on any of

the workshop. details--the format, specific speakers, the facilities,
rr.

the atmosphere, the interaction.

Evaluation is useless; of course, if youdon't get everyone's views

and'if you don't stop to tally up responses. Don't allow just a few

outspbken persons' -views to dominate. One person may complain
P

loudly; the silence of everyone else does not necessarily mean

agreement with the complainant.

Furthermore, don't expect everyone to agree on every point.

The evalUation responses need to be assessed for value.; You may

decide, for example, that some things people object to still were

q

ti



worth doing because they were critical to-meeting the workshop

objectives. In other cases, comments may be invaluable in planning

better workshops in the future.

3 EVALUATIONS--WRITTEN, OBSERVABLE:DELAYED

52

Evaluation: One-basic tenet of good management is to gettedback"

on what you have done. A- u now.have spent.a good amount of energy

and intelligence on havi,ng your community_ consumer education" aware-

.

ness workshop. Now like the commandeof a combat bomber group.in w

wartime, you need to hat a "picture" of what has happened by rie-

briefing your pilots'(speakers) and aerial reconnaissance (surl/eying

of participants). The "picture" may be taken immediately by haying

your attendees "vote". You may later wishto assess if the mission

hadlasting effeft by taking another picture, i.e., 4ow many partici-

pants are dding something about the problems you dealt with. Many of

these must be dealt with in terms of your particular problems and

solutions. Hence any quest onnaire will have to be mOdifiecd to fit
r-

4

the particular workshop. ,

Some suggested steps:

1. llect numerical dataof how many persolis attended; w
workshopt«did they attend and how manritayed for the

workshop.(

ich

omplete.

1

2. Collect impressions, i.e.; how many. people asked questions;

were they relevant questions; how many people stayed afterwards

to ask more questions; how many (if any) thanked the speakers for

coming and for the group in having the event; how many people
(if any) offered their experiences and/or indicated,how they
might use their new information.

3. Ask your speakers for their reactions. Use questions as in 1

and 2 but also get their judgment and reaction to the event.

4. Collect information from the group by questionnaire as to their rt

evaluation4and their reactions. (Note our enclosed sample

questionnaire).
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5. Later; have a meeting with your advisory group and/or the

group you.used as' a sounding, board to go over the information

ftom 1 through 4. Theirpersonal reactiont'are also important.

.

6. Later, utilize some presplected criterions' o help decide on

the effectiveness of your program. You might care to ask each

speaker to give one or mare "action type.of behavior" that they

would consider a desirable_type of result. For'example,.a

.speaker on food buying might select 1) comparison price shopping

and 2) utilizing nutritional labeling." The. speaker on ways,to

conserve energy with lIttlq or no cost might have as his items

, to 1) turn 'down water heater and 2,) put up.polyethylene ovep

windows." By survey methods,"you can find out practices that .

have been involved. Don't forget the multiplier affect I

ask if they have talked to friends and neighbors about the

proposed change. . ,

,

0

' 7. Sometimes, you can find out through secondary sources whether the

workshop got desired results: If you are teachihg people how
. to complain, you might ask'-some localretatlers, the Better

Business Bureau and the Office of Caisumer Affairs if there

have been any changes. Other criterions might-be questions asked-

by proipective buyer,s bf insulation to sellers; usage of non-

profit financial counselors; usage of Consumer Reports and

other materials in the public library; any changes in the usage

of wills ky'lower income people and 'other criterions.' a

1.

O

a
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EVALUATION FORM

Sponsoring Agency, Place

'Date
4-..

DIRECTIONS: Please hand this information to the moderator of the last sessioi that you

attend today. .e,

.

1. Whatove/611 ranking'would you give h conference? .

/ .

SUPERIOR VERY GOOD* SATIS! TORY FAIR, -,._ UNSATISFACTORY
.,

2. How would you rank the services in each of the,tdilowing areas?

A. REGISTRATION APERIOR) GOOD SATISFACTORY FAIR UNSATISFACTORY

B. HOSPITALITY SUPERIOE---7GOOD SATISFACTORY FAIR UNSATISFACTORY

Co FOOD SUPERIOR ,GOOD SATISFACTORY FAIR UNSATISFACTORY

1

.

Rate the following sessions, that you attended as to theii degree of usefulness

relative to helping,you-to carry out your professional responsibilities (1=Extremely

Helpful, 2=Helpful, 3=Somewhat Helpful, 4=Not So Helpful, 5=Unsatisfactory, and

6=Did Not Attend).

54

"3.

TIME SESSION TITLE 2 .3 4 5 6 , COMMENTS

Mon. P.M..-
7 P.M.
. ,

Parks and Mitchell
Conducting A Consumer

Education Workshop'

y ,

.

.

.

.

,

Mon. P.M. -+
.

Garman and For$ue .

Audio-Visual Materials

,

s' Or
'

Hunga - Your Food
4

' ..f. .

Mon P.M. 4
9 p. . !

Peery - The High Cost
of Dying ,

4r
4

0 J \ .
.

Bass - Landlord- Tenant

Relationships .

,.-
.

.

.

.

.

4. Did ydu have,the que tions answered or discussed t t you came to this conference-

for? YES NO HARD TO_SAY

COMNENTS:

a

5. As a result of your initiative afi4 from information you'learned at this conferen

What do you pl;ipn to do as a follow up activity? (For example, putting pliofilm over

my windows, compprison shopping for food, using nutritional labelling, having a will

written, etc.)? .

PLEASE WRITE ANY, ADDITIONAL COMMENTS THAT YOU BELIEVE WOULD BE HELPFUL TO THE PERSONS

. WHO PLANNED THIS CONFERENCE. (USE THE BACK-JOF THE PAGE IF ilECESSARY..)

6i
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A. Thank-yous

Thank you notes should be prepared by each task force and sent

THE POS

a,"

4

4

FERENCE ACTIVITIES

8

55

to everyone who made anycontribution'to their efforts. Be especially

sure to remember speakers, leaders, and groups/individuals who made

0 .

some donation of equipment, supplies, etc. The project coordinator.

should see, that each member of the steering committee and task forces

receives recognition and'a thankLyou.

A thank you notemight be the sole tangible reward that some of

1
your hardest workers will receive, so do not underestimate its

importance.

B. Finances

Right after the conference, the task force chairmen hould send

the financial coordinator any outstanding bills for paym

balancing the books, the financial coordinator should malt; ain a
).

record ofthe budget'along with any financial recommendations for any

similar workshop: planning in the future.

C. Publicity

I
a.

The,publicity task force should summarize the workshop highlights

and take these releases to the media who were not representethat the

workshop.Nhis should be made available for release immediately

following (he kshop, if at all possible. Otherwise, the.news will

quickly becoI e history.
/Ns

If any follow-up activities were planned or recommended, a separate

article about these could'be written.

a

V
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D: Invitation /Registration
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This task force should compile a final (and accurate) 3ist of the

`participants including names, addrlsses, phone numbers, and affiliations.

Ideally, you should mail a complete 14-to each of the participants.

This mailing list should also be maintained for any follow-up purposes

or any:fUture invitations.
A

E. What does this mean forhe futUre

No later than two weeks after t e workshop, whi7lAthe activities

are still, fresh in peoples' minds,'the original 'steering committee

should reconvene for a brainstorming session. At this meeting,

everyone should have a chance to freely state his feelings about the

workshop. Keeping in mind the resources you had to work with, some

topics for diScussion should include advantages and disadvantages of

the way in which the workshop was conducted, ways that the workshop

could have been imprgved, assessments of the observed reactions-of

1-

the participants to; the workshop, if the arget audience was actually

reached, and a review of the evaluation forms. Thereby, this meeting

provides an opportunityor the steering committee to make a realistic

Self-evaluation of the project. -(By "reaTistic ". we mean not comparing

Neforoject to the way, it 11.1coulehave been" had you had $50,000 to

spend, for exampe.)

Out this brainstorming session shld come ideas fort follow-up

activiti if your group feels that it has a further contribution to

make to onsumer education. (No two projects will have exactly the

same outcome; and, in some cases, tt may be best to decide for closure

once the workshop is completed.), Furthermore, any.decision concerning

4
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follow-up activities should,d end heavily on the needs stated by kthe

workihop participant's. Therefore, after younr,ering.co ttee h

,

I j

reviewed the project and crsidered.any additior41 needs of'its

target audieT, it should identify any follow-up activities that
.

,

, .
,

it would be able to deal with. These could include such things as

conducting neighborhood sessions explaining how to repair, a porch,

publishing a

S.

wsletter on consumer concerns for the target audience,,

hdlding additional workshops to confront problems voiced by the

participants, or setting up a local consumer-related agency or

referral serviee.

These are -,just a few ideas 'from the spectrum of possible- activities
vf

that you can pursue. Considering your own community's reeds 4nd

resources, the alternatives are unlimited.
01

IN CONCLUSION

he'authbrs realize that there are numerous contingencies not

dfIcusSed in this" manual. We trust that you and your co-workers on

this projectare'flexible°enoUgh to deal with these situations as

they arise.

Won't you let us know how our suggestions worked for you? please

let (4 hear some feedback fcom you by writing or calling:

A)r. Glen Mitchell, Project Director
Consumer Education Awareness Project

A02 Wallace Annex T

V.P.I. & S.4.
Blacksburg, Virginia, 24061

',(703) 951-5815
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Appendix A

VPJ & SU Consumer Education Awareness' Survey

Date

Court or Government Unit

44107.
4

-Please mar..Lthe number.of your answer on the accompanying sheet_in pencil.

1. Your sex:

1. Female

2. Age:

1. 16-30 years of age

2. 31-45
3. 46.-:60

.

Male
. -

4.. 61-75
5. Over 75

a

3. In what type of community did you spend the largest portion of your life up-
, to the time you wer6.16 yearef age?

. 1. Large city (250,000 on more) 4. Population Center of 1,000 to
2. Small city (50,000 to 250,000) 10,000 .

'3. Population center Of,10,000 to 50,000 5. Suburb
,

,
6. Rural

4 k...

4. In what ype of community do you now live?.

1. ..

1. Lar e city (2 x,000 or gore) 4. Population centerof 1;000 to
. 2. Smal 0,000 tb 254,000) 1`0,000 . .

3. Population center of 10,000 to 5. -Suburb
. so

50,000, , 6. Rural

Or- .
,-

-....0' In the last twelvemonthshave you Oen dissatisfied enough with a consumer.
k

v .problem to act inany of the'following ways? Rat%hthem as:
1. Yes ° 2. No . , 3. Don't know .

*11.'

A. Written to or contacted marfacturers of solne products or service.
B. Talked to a.store manager r employee about some product or service.
C. Refused to ppy for goods. ,

D. Contac the Better Busines's Bureau or the Chamber of Commerce.
E. JOined7 consumer group.
F. Sought but:legal aid concernicoo consumer, complaint.`

. G. Con4ct'ed-your local. extension office for more fnformation.

6. How often do you readnewspaPer anAagazine articles onConsUmers' Problems ?'
Would you say 3tou do this? -

. -. .
....

.. ., ,

1.. Often, twice a-week or more. 4. Never; as 1 need help in :
.

2. Once in a while. ,

' . . reading.
3. Only if I happen to run across something 5. Zero times in the last year.

- _
-..

4,... Don't know.
.

4. 40
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7. ft.-is illegal in Virginia to turn back the odometer (mileage meter4 to show'

fewer miles driven ona used car for sale.

1. I think this is true.% 3. I think'his is not true.

-2. I don't know.

.

8., A person signs a written contract to buy an encyclopedia from a door to door

salesman.- Under Virginia la*, thiscontract cannot be canceled.

1. I think thisjs true. ,3. I think this is not,trpe.

2. I don't know.

9. A department store charges a monthly service charge of 1172% a month on the

amount people borrow,on credit. 'This equals &cost of 18% a-year. .

154 I think thfs' is true. 3. I think this is not true.

2. I don't know.

10. If you have been denied credit, you have the legal right,to be told the name

and address cif the consumer reporting agency responsible for preparing the

report that was used to deny the credit.
.

C 4 ,

1. I think this is true. 3. I think this is not truer.

27/ I don't kno%4.
I

11. Banks, retail stores and other lending institutions are legally required to

state the,erue interestrate (APR) and other' costs of credit transactions.

1. I think this is true.

2. I don't know.

3. I think this is not true.

12. In, the last two years, have you ever contacts any state, county or city'agency

with a problem or question about something you bought or service you received

and' were not satisfied with the product or service? .

1. No. 3. Yes; two to four times.

-2. Yes, but only once. 4: Yes - 5 or more times.
4 .6

` 13. Lf Yes (answer 2 to 4),-,were your experiences:
4 4.

1.'"Highly satisfactory, 4. Unsatisfactory:

2. Satitfactory. .5. Highly unsatisfactory.

3. Neutral.
. '7

14. The next questions deal with consumer concerns and'their ranking. They are a

bit tedious but are very important. Of the following issues that face the

-' nation, would you rate these issues as, to what you personally are concerned

about in'the categories of:

:17: A great deal. 3. A little bit.

2. Somewhat. -4. Not at all..

62
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r-

, A. Keeping inflation under control.

,\ 0. Finding a job 'fpr,the unemployed and underemployed.

C. Establishing a'specific national energy policy. .

D. Keeping spending by the federal government under control.
E. Controlling air and water pollution." a

F. Lowering medical costs.

G. Providing adequate housifrg for the-nation.
H. Reducing taxes.

Ificreasing productivity.

J. Helping consumers to get ,03- fair d l when/shopping.

K. Welfare reform.
L.', Curbing big business abuse.
M. Aid to educion.s'

, ...

N.t National health insurance. ,

,,,

O. Curbing concentration of big business.
P. Crime prevention.

Q. Controlling water and air pollution.
_ R. Handling the problems of the cities.

Curbing labor abuses.
_ y, Improving communication between sectors orthewconomy.
'-U. Achieving more competition.

40 V. '' Fighting for consumer interests!

4i?

W. Other - list.

J

6

15. Of the above, what subjects wild yail give the highest'priorityio:. '_,,

'Of the above, what subjects would youlve the second highest priority.ta:

Of the above, what subjects would_vu give the third'hi.ghest priority 4:
4

. 0 i '.

16. Below are some concerns that sgme consumers'have.expressed, How would yotr-

ratethese to your personal concerns:
'

1. A great deal. A'little bit.

2. Somewhat; 4, Not at all.

A. The high prices of-many products.

B. The high, cost of medical and hospital care.

C. The poor quality of many products.
Q. The fajlure of many companies to live up to claims made in their

advertising.
E. The poor quality of after -sales service and re, atrs.

The-feeling that many manufaCturers don't ca about you.- t

G, Too many products breaking or going wrong soon after you bring them home.
H. Misleading packaging or labelAng.

I. Not being able to afford adequte health insurance.
.

J. The feeling that it is a waste of time to compla. out consumer
problems becaiuse nothing substantial will be ac ieved.

K. Not-being able to get adequate insurance coverage against an accidentor

loss. t r
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/
L. Obtaining credit.
M. Funeral 'Expenses, .

N. Energy costs.

O. Car repairs.
,

P'5 High cost of food.

Q. Inadequate guarantees or warranties.

R. Failure of companies to handle complaints properl.r 11:,,

S. Too many pr6ducts which are 'dangerous.

T. The absence of reliable information about different products and services.

U. Difficulty:in getting tnhtrance claims settled fairly. ,

V. Not knowing what to do ifsomething is wrong with a product yOu have
.j

,bought. .
.

W. Difficulty in getting insurance claims paid proMptly.

X. The difficulty of clibosing between so many products.
'.

, ..

17. Of the above, what do you feel is your family's biggest concern? (Lisi)
,

'Of ,the above; what do you feel is your family's second biggest coneeilir

Of the above, what do you feel islyour family's third biggest concern?
.

.

N.

List any others that you feel should be included.
4

If you were organizing for your ,community a consumer education workshop which

was designed ,t6 help consumers witp_problems in their own lives, how wou14 you

rate these items: - t
.

0 1. Highly important. 3% Neutral.

2. Important. 4. Little importa'nce.

A. Choosing medical assistance.
Ak

B. Buying medical insurance. .
.

C. _Shopping for food. ,

D. Buying life insurance.
E. Buying auto insurance.

F. How to cut back energy costs_

G. Buying akaute.
H. Buying aria renting a house.

I. How to complain.
/6

J. What to dp when somebody dies.

L. Estate planning. IP

M. How Better Business Bureau works.

K. Tenant- landlord relationships.

1)

N. The American Economy - What.makes*it go.

.P. Budgeting (Family Finance).
0. Repairing, your own

:'
house. .

-442f
13

(
Q. Choosing the right'university or4vocational.training after high school.

R. Auto repairs.
S.I_Refurbishing Atur house. ,
T. 1;Women's rights.

U. Clothing expenses and how to-re/duce them.

V. How to -communicate with government official*

W. Taktng care of the aged.

\X. Crime prevention:

6
.

...,, 3

,,
Y. Others list..

,

0

7
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19. What are the most important five subjects that you would have on this
community consumer education awareness workshop (from above)? List by

-alphabet.,

1. 4.

20. One study indicates that providing information on a food products price per
ounce arid for nutritional content would cost shoppers about 2t for each $10

worth of groceries. Do you think it is worth-it?

1. No 2. Yes 3. Don't know

21. In order to make this survey as meaningful as possible, We would appreciate,
it if you would answer a few questions about yourself.

What is your marital status?
4! Single,

2. Married.
-3. Living together.

22. How many are in the household?
, o

1. One
2. Two
3ir Three
4. Four

5. Five

4.. Separated.
5. Divorced.

6. WidoWed.

6. Six

7. Seven,
8. Eight
9. Nine to twelve

10. 13 and over

23. How many children are-"in the household under 19 yearsof age?

'1. One
2. Two
3. Three

4. Spur'

/5. live

24 : Are you?

1. Black
2. White

-3. Oriental'

.6. Six

7. Seven
8. Eight

10. Nine to twelve
. 13 and Over

4. Spanish surname
5. American Indian
6. .None of.the above

25.. This next questinn.is optional. What is the household annual income before

taxes. (Include interest, dividends and all government payments,whether

taxable or not.)

"-:17J

:

1.

2.

$4200 or less ($100 a Week)

$4201 $10,400 ($101 - $200

.a week) 6.
3. $10,401 - $15,600

a-week)

($201 - $309 7.

4. $15,601 $20,800

a meek)
($301 $400.

420,801 $31,201 ($401 $500

a week)
Over $31,201-a year.
Do not .care to answer. ..
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26. What level of education have you completed?

1. Grade school or less.

2. Some high school.

: 3. High school diplomaor high school equivilency diplomas.
, 4. Some college.,

5. 4 year college'degree.
6. Some graduate Or profession-al school.
7. Graduate or professional degree.

I,

nk you for your time and your answers. Please check to make sure yob have
- -gtroered all parts of the survey. If you have any additions or questions, please

communicate these also. Thanks again.

a,

Q

7r*

1
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REPLY FORM

19. 1.
2.,
3.

4.
20. 1
21. 1 2 4 5 6

22. 1 '2' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
23; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9, 109'
24. 1 12 3 4 5 6

25. 1 2 3 4 5 <6 7

26. 1 2 :3 4 .5 6 7

4

p
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. Appendix v= probability Sample

Probabipty Sampling is a selection of a subset from a population'

-that is representat4oflii
lot

e entire population. Basically, you try to
t s

- achieve true randomnesilso fiat everyone has the same chance of being,
.

selected. (In many car',"you'wil1 probably be more concerned with a

judgment sample where those persons orlsouseholds areschosen whom.you want

to come-to the workshop. It is practically impossible to'use this sample

_as a base to expand to the entire population, however.)

There'are three keys to a probability sample that will dictate the size

of ,sample. Those three characteristics are:
a -

a) The permissable error allowable(e)

b) The'desire confidence level in the results. Generally, tht is
'based on'terms of how many chances in 100 tries a similar
result` ould be due to chance.

9251,dence is often desired:at the 95t level (i.e. that 19 out of 20

times this result was not due to chance) and is expressed as two,standird

errors' (t).
(t ) (s

2
)

The formula for sample size is: A =
e
2

here N=sample size s=error limit

t= confidence limit expressed in'standard errors, i.e. 99% con-
fidence equals three standard errors! 9% confidence equals two

standard errors

S.:standard dtviation

,3.
69
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Appendix C

f Responsibilities of Community Workshop Initiators'

r
Coordinator Pro Tem (Initiator)

1. Recruits responsible steering committee members.

2. Shares informa,tion and suggestions from this manual

generate ideas from the steering committee.

3. Facilitates the work of the steering committee by pl

active (but not stifling) role.'-

4.-v Works on-project budget with the steering committee.

5. Assumes role of steering committee member should he
chosen permanent coordinates .

, 4
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Steering CommitteeMembersdrs

1. Determine issue(s) and target group(s) to be addressed by the

project.

2. Determine goal and objec.ves of the project.

3. Elect permanent coordinator from among the steering committee

membership.
\ ,

*

4. Determine exact workshop format and session topic

5. Approve budget for the project.

6. Promote systematic planning of the project.

7. Lead (or chair) a task.force. 4

8. Appoint members to the task force which he chairs.

9. Serve as liaison among the permanent coordinator, other task forces,

and pembers,Of his own task force.

10. Help perform the responsibilities of his task force. glo,

11. Send thank yob notes to his task force members.

12. Reconvene after the workshop for a brainstorming /self evaluation/

additional planning session.

111.

#
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Permanent Coordinator

1. Meets regularly`with the task force leaders.'

2. Acts as liaison among the task forces.

j. Is available to help solve any "oblems encountered by the losk
forces.

111

A. Oversees the progress of planning and implementing the project..

5. Plays an active.and facilitating role in evaluation of'the
project.

6. Sends thank you letters to steering committee members.

7. Rec nvenes the steering committee after the workshop to facilitate
brainstorming session for any follow-up'activties.

I)

.

9

ti
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Financial CoppQinator

1. Acts as treasurer /bookkeeper for the project.

2. Keeps accurate records of ail bills and expenses.

3. Handles any registration fees.

4. Closes out hooks.'

5. Maintains records for,any future budget considerations.

73"

;fa I
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Recorder

1. , Meets regularly with coordinator and task force leaden to

record the meeting proceedings.

2. Distributes pertinent ipformation from these meetings to
all task force members.

.

3. Sends reminders of the meetings to members/

Va.

74
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Speaker Task Force Members

1. Identify speakers/session leaders.

It

2. Evaluate each prospective speaker,accord' to his knowledge about

the subject, his ability toWfgctive commu .te this knowledge

to/the audience, and his ab'iity';to " it into" the workshop design.

41
3. Issue invitations to-speakers. . I

it

Send the speaker--(s) a letter of-confirmation verifying all arrange-

ments, once.he has committed himself.

8. Sharethe eaker(s) name, correct title., and affiliation with` other

committees (especially the publicity task force and the invitations/

registration task force). 'Request a vita and pictufe for the

publicity task force. ,

6. Inform. the space /equipment /meals task force of any special equip-

ment needs the speaker may ave.
,4

7. Dupl,igate any handouts that you agreed to, prepare for the speaker(s).

8. SendA brief letter to the speaker(s) about a week before the work-

shop to remind him and to verify arrangements.

9. Obtain information about the speaker for an°introduction, and give

this to the person iioing the intioduction,

10 Greet and escort the speake lie
11. Send a thank y 0 lettee.

a

O
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Invitations/Registration Task Force Members . -
.

."...

/
-.1. Build mailing lists of invitees.' ) 4

2. Compile invitatiop and pre-registration form.

3. Isue invitations and distribute 'Ore-registration materials.

4. Maihtain an alphabetical registration list ffom the pre-registration
, forms that are returned 4

'5., Make-name tags fop- those who pre-registered. \\,

6. Keep space/equipment/meals task force informed about the number of
meal reservations (if meals are to be served).

7. If fees will be waived, establish Criteriefor granting waivers,
compile a "scholarship application", determine recipients, and
inform applicants of the waiver decision.

8. Prepare agenda for distribution'at the wolkshop.

9. Locate registration desk near entrance-of workshop 1Qcation.

10. .Post.signs indicating location of meeting rooms.

'11. Provide blank.materials (such as name tagi) at reg'istratin desk
for walk-ins. s,

:12. -Prepare 4hl list of participants (name, address, phone; affiliation)
and distribute to all participants.

13. Send thank you letters to all helpers.

76 so ,
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Space/Equipment/Meals Task Force Member's

. ..
,

1. .Establish criteria for the workshop facility, and locate an

appropriate'facility based on these crite ja.

2. Confirm the facility reservation in writing.

3. Inform other t forces of the location.

----47-tg,ind'out-and arrange for any spedial equipment needs of the speaker(s):

5:" 'Decide on the best alternative for meal provisions (if any), and have

any arrangements confirrAed in writing. .,

6. Vgri all facility, equipment, and meal arrangements about one week.

before the workshop.

7. At the workshop, Arrange rooms according to specifications of the

speak r(s), set up and check Rquipment, and prepare for c ee b a

(if y).

8. l er the woAshop, make sure that the facilities are leaned 4p and

eturn any borrowed equipment.

9. gnd that* you letters to all donors and helpers.

41.
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Publ ici ty 'Task. Force':

s \

1. Recruit responsible publicity task/force members.

2. Get to know those most responsible (editors and producers) for

media outputs and inform them of your cause. Be conscious

of their clues on what makes the'news and doesn't.

3. F rm a.press release list for all persons involved with 'publicity

(t.v. stations, radio stations, newspapers,'plant papers, etc.). ,

4. Recruit someone to photograph events if newspaper photographer

isn't always available. '

5. Enlist,cosponsers (local organiz ions) for yourworkshop.

6. Make sure those, on )Sur press release receive notices' in plenty,of

time before event. ti

7. 'Send medli repretentatives who do not cover the conference a summary.

of the ilighli9hts; this, should be distribUted immediately following

the workshop.

10

0
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Evaluation Task force

1. Choose responsible and informed people to form an evaluation
task force.

2. Prepare an evaluation'forril (based on the workshop's objectives)
prior tothe workShOp.

3. -Review and discusq feaSibility of the suggested format revisions
with the Steering committee.

-

'Distribute evaluations and, collect them; provide pencils If -

needed and a plate/to leave completed evaluations,

,

5., Meet with workshop leaders immediatilly after the program to get.
their reactions.

-

6. Analyze and summarize the completed formsIo'Present to the
steering committee: -

.
:

. N .

7. Sen&summaries of evaluations to all workshop leaders totelp them,
, in future program planning :,. .

..

.......,

, l
t

f
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"Avoiding COnsumer.Fraudsf d Misrdpresehtations"
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"Making and Using a Fina cial Plan"'
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Manual:

"A qoanciarCounseling Manual"
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Proceedings:

"January Conference Summary
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